1.2m Snow Plough /Snow Blade with Basic Mount with Manual Lift System

Product codes:
Reference: Q01Q

Product price:
£708.24 VAT included

Product description:
1.2m Snow Plough /Snow Blade with Basic Mount with Manual Lift System The Snow Plough/Snow Blade can be angled left or right to push snow either side. It is spring loaded to cushion collisions with obstacles while adjustable skids give further protection to the Snow Plough/Snow Blade. The black blade which makes contact with the ground is 2 sided and can be reversed or replaced if necessary. We offer widths of 1.2m and 1.5m, however you must consider if your quad is powerful enough when choosing the larger width. The Snow Plough/Snow Blade requires a front mount system to attach it to. We offer a choice of 2 front mount systems for the snow plough: Basic Angled Mount. - The basic angled mount with snow plough is ideal if you have a tight budget. This allows you to manually lift and angle the blade left or right. Supermount System - The Snow Plough/Snow Blade if used with the Supermount System will give you a much greater ground clearance with the ability to angle the snow plough left/right in 5 positions and to lift the blade much higher. The Supermount system is the strongest front mount and allows much heavier loads to be pushed with the snow plough. The supermount system is universal, providing the chassis of the quad is a tubular frame, and the outside to outside of the 2 tubes is between 150-340mm. This mount bracket system will fit Lift System - The Snow Plough/Snow Blade also requires a lift system. Electric lift is easier, quicker and smoother, with controls located at the handlebars to lift/lower the yard scraper while moving. For the manual lift you need to stop the ATV and stand up on the footboards to reach the lever. Please note, the manual lift system comes as standard with an
option to upgrade to electric lift. We offer an optional rubber strip which you can add to the metal snow blade if working on surfaces that require the utmost protection e.g tarmac drives. However for most situations the metal blade offers the best results in snow clearance, with adjustable skids that offer protection to the surface. Clear your roads with our Snow Plough/Snow Blade Snow plough fitted with supermount system & manual lift. Clears snow quickly and easily. Easily angled snow blade for great results. Specification: Spring loaded. Angles left / right. Adjustable skids. Replaceable 2-sided blade. Optional manual or electric Lift. Optional rubber strip. Width: 1.2m or 1.5m. Video demonstration >
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